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a b s t r a c t
This paper presents a new All-In-One (AIO) implementation of an existing formulation to design adaptive
structures through Total Energy Optimization (TEO). The method implemented in previous work is a nested
optimization process, here named TEO-Nested. Numerical simulations and experimental testing have
shown that the TEO-Nested method produces structures that embody and use significantly lower energy
compared to passive designs. However, TEO-Nested does not guarantee solution optimality. The formulation presented in this paper is an AIO optimization based on Mixed Integer Nonlinear Programming
(MINLP), here named TEO-MINLP. Element cross-section areas, internal forces, nodal displacements and
control commands are treated as continuous variables while the actuator positions as binary variables.
Stress and displacement limits are included in the optimization constraints. Case studies of reticular structures are employed to benchmark the solutions with those produced by the TEO-Nested method. Results
have shown that both formulations produce similar solutions which are only marginally different in energy
terms thus proving that the TEO-Nested method tends to converge to optimal (local) solutions. However,
the computation time required by TEO-Nested is only a fraction of that required by TEO-MINLP, which
makes the former more suitable for structures of complex layout that are made of many elements.
Ó 2020 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Adaptive structures are structural systems which have the ability to counteract actively the external loads through redirection of
the internal load path (element forces) and controlled changes of
the external geometry. Different to passive structural systems,
adaptive structures are equipped with sensors and actuators to
be controlled during service. In civil engineering, active control
has been mostly implemented for vibration suppression of structures under extreme loading events [1–3]. Different systems
including active bracings and columns for buildings and active
cable-tendons for bridges have been studied [4–7,45]. Shape control has been investigated to reduce the static as well as the
dynamic response of tensegrity structures [8–12], to improve airplane maneuverability through morphing wings [13–15] as well
as for the control of direct daylight in buildings [16]. Design methods for adaptive structures generally aim to minimize material
mass or control effort or a combination of both [17–20,21,46,47].
In most of these strategies, the structure and the actuation system
are optimized separately [23–26,48,49]. However, since the actuator location has a significant influence on material and energetic
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impacts, simultaneous synthesis of the structural and actuation
system is key for the design of an adaptive structure.
Senatore et al. [27,27] presented an All-In-One (AIO) formulation to design adaptive structures through Total Energy Optimization (TEO). The formulation has been implemented for reticular
structures equipped with linear actuators. The objective is to minimize the whole-life energy (i.e. total energy) which is made of an
embodied part in the material and an operational part for control.
Minimization of the whole-life energy leads to adaptive solutions
with a reduced environmental impact with respect to passive
structures. Active control is employed to counteract the effect of
strong loading so that the design is not governed by peak demands.
Through controlled length changes, the actuators modify the internal forces as well as the geometry of the structure to ensure it
operates within required limits, e.g. admissible stress in the structural elements and displacement limits for serviceability. The
structure is designed to withstand normal loading conditions in a
passive state (i.e. the actuators are locked in position) while it is
actively controlled at the occurrence of strong loading events. This
allows large savings of the energy embodied in the material at the
cost of a small amount of operational energy for actuation.
The formulation by Senatore et al. [27], here named TEONested, has been so far implemented as a nested optimization process. The embodied and operational energy depend on structural
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Nomenclature
B
equilibrium matrix
dim
dimension of the structure (2D or 3D)
ee
material energy intensity factor (MJ/kg)
E
Young’s modulus
Eembodied energy embodied in the material
Eoperational operational energy required by the active system
during service
Etotal
whole-life energy
F
element force
FB
Euler buckling load
element force controlled through actuation FC = F + DF
FC
L
F
element force under live load
FL_C
element force under live load controlled through
actuation FL_C = FL + DFL
FP
element force under permanent load
FP_C
element force under permanent load controlled through
actuation FP_C = FP + DFP
FS
force at which the element stress equals the admissible
value for tension rT or compression rC
H
live load hours of occurrence
K
stiffness matrix

K
element stiffness matrix
L
element length
LAT
load activation threshold
MUT
material utilization factor
n
actuator layout
nact
minimum number of actuators
min
nact
maximum number of actuators
max
number of controlled degrees of freedom
ncdof
ncs
number of
constrained
degrees of
freedom
(i.e. supports)
nd
number of samples in the load probability distribution
number of degrees of freedom
ndof
ne
number of structural elements
nfdof
number of free degrees of freedom
nn
number of nodes
number of load cases
np
P
total external load P ¼ Pext þ Pact
Pact
equivalent load caused by actuation (actuator load)
Pd
design load
dead load
Pdead
Pext
external load
Plive
live load

sizing and actuation layout which are both design variables. The
actuator placement optimization is formulated as a relaxation of
the binary problem into a continuous linear form through sensitivity analysis. Embodied and operational energy minimization are
coordinated through an auxiliary design variable, the Material
Utilization factor (MUT) and an auxiliary state variable, the Load
Activation Threshold (LAT). The MUT can be thought of as the ratio
of demand over capacity defined for the structure as a whole. The
LAT is the lowest intensity loading event that causes a state of
stress and/or displacement to violate a limit state. The higher the
MUT, the more flexible the structure (light-weight) and thus the
lower the LAT because actuation might be needed to control forces
and displacements caused by loading events of lower intensity
with respect to the design load. The MUT is the main variable
(0% < MUT  100%) employed in an outer loop which contains
embodied and operational energy minimization. For illustration
purposes, Fig. 1 shows the plot of embodied, operational and total
energy as a function of the MUT. Varying the MUT allows to move
from least-weight structures (MUT = 100%) with small embodied

PP
Pself
r
u
ucdof
uL
uL_C
uL_C|cdof
uP
uP_C
uP_C|cdof
uSLS0
uSLS
WF
WDF
W0ð1Þ
W0ð2Þ

a
amin

DFL
DFP
DLlimit
DL
DLP
DLL
DuL
DuP

g

l
q
r

rC
rT
x

permanent load
self-weight load
degree of static indeterminacy
nodal displacement
displacement of controlled degrees of freedom
displacement under live load
displacement under live load controlled through
actuation uL_C = uL + DuL
controlled displacements under live load (extracted
from uL_C)
displacement under permanent load
displacement under permanent load controlled through
actuation uP_C = uP + DuP
controlled displacements under permanent load
(extracted from uP_C)
serviceability limit (deflection) under permanent load
serviceability limit under live load
work done by actuators under compatible force F
work done by actuators under force correction DF
actuation work (auxiliary variable) for the first phase of
the adaptation process
actuation work (auxiliary variable) for the second phase
of the adaptation process
element cross-section area
cross-section area lower bound
force correction caused by actuator commands DLL
force correction caused by actuator commands DLP
maximum actuator length change
actuator commands (i.e. control commands)
actuator commands under permanent load
actuator commands under live load
displacement correction caused by actuator commands
DLL
displacement correction caused by actuator commands
DLP
actuator mechanical efficiency
mean of normal probability distribution
material density
standard deviation of normal probability distribution
admissible stress in compression
admissible stress in tension
actuator working frequency

Fig. 1. Embodied, operational and whole-life energy as a function of the Material
Utilization factor (MUT) [27].

energy but large operational energy (low LAT) to very stiff structures (e.g. MUT < 25%) with large embodied energy but small operational energy (high LAT). The optimal adaptive structure (optimal
structural sizing and actuator placement) is the configuration of
minimum energy.
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The TEO-Nested formulation has been applied to the design of
reticular structures of complex layout [29,29] and verified experimentally on a large-scale prototype adaptive structure [30]. Results
have shown that adaptive structures designed with this method
achieve savings up to 70% of the whole-life energy compared to
weight-optimized passive structures when the design problem is
stiffness governed. The structures produced by this method have
not only a lower environmental impact (minimum energy solution)
but also a superior structural efficiency because they can be extremely slender and yet they are able to satisfy very tight deflection
limits. These characteristics are beneficial for stiffness governed
designs including tall buildings, long-spanning bridges and roof systems. The TEO-Nested formulation has also been extended to design
structures that adapt to loads through large shape changes accounting for geometric non-linear behavior [32,32].
However, since the TEO-Nested formulation does not carry out
a simultaneous optimization of embodied and operational energy,
solution optimality is not guaranteed. In addition, the operational
energy has been obtained by computing the energy needed for
compensation of forces and displacements caused by the external
load (one-phase adaptation) but without considering the energy
required to control the structure into the configuration prior to
actuation after the live load is removed (two-phase adaptation).
Although this second phase is often negligible because it usually
requires lower actuation forces as the structure returns to the optimal state under permanent load, in some cases it might lead to an
inaccurate estimation of the operational energy. One-phase and
two-phase adaptation are explained in further detail in Section 2.
This work builds on the TEO-Nested method given in [27] by
reformulating the minimum energy design problem into a Mixed
Integer Nonlinear Programming (MINLP) problem which can be
solved directly to obtain an optimal (local) solution. This new formulation is here named TEO-MINLP. The operational energy is
computed considering the full adaptation process (two phases)
for both methods. Case studies of simply supported and vertical
cantilever truss structures are presented to benchmark the solutions produced by the TEO-MINLP method against the solutions
obtained with the TEO-Nested method. This paper is organized as
follows. Section 2 gives details of the structural adaptation process
that will be simulated. Section 3 gives the All-in-One formulation
based on MINLP. Section 4 presents numerical examples. Section 5
and Section 6 conclude the paper.

2. Minimum energy design through structural adaptation
Civil structures are usually capacity designed against the highest demand which is set using statistically predicted worst load
cases. However, most load-bearing structures experience loading
events that are significantly lower than the design values, which
means that the structure is effectively overdesigned for most of
the service life. The construction industry is a major contributor
to material and energy consumption [34,34]. Most of the embodied
impacts for material extraction and fabrication are related to load
bearing systems [35]. For these reasons, there is a need of new
design methods and technologies to help reduce structures environmental and energetic impacts. Whole-life energy minimization
is a new design criterion that was first introduced in [27]. Established design objectives including weight or life-cycle cost minimization do not address explicitly the reduction of structures
embodied environmental impacts. If the structure is equipped with
an actuation system that controls internal forces and displacements to stay within required limits, the material can be distributed optimally thus saving embodied energy. However, the
operational energy required for structural adaptation might be
very high if the adaptive structure is not designed to be a minimum
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configuration in whole-life energy terms. This is a challenging
design problem which is non-linear, non-convex and mixed integer
[27]. To obtain a minimum energy design, element sizing (element
cross-sections), actuator placement as well as actuator commands
(length changes) must be determined so that the total energy
requirement is kept to a minimum throughout service life.
2.1. Structural adaptation
Fig. 2 illustrates diagrammatically the main steps of the control
process as considered in this study. For simplicity of representation, the structure is presented as a generic simply supported
beam. However, the configurations considered in this study are
pin-jointed structures equipped with linear actuators which are
strategically fitted within some of the structural elements (see Section 4). This formulation is implemented within the assumption of
small strains and small displacements. The structure is assumed to
be subjected to a permanent load (self-weight + dead load) and a
randomly varying live load whose probability of occurrence is set
as explained in Section 2.3. It is also assumed that the dynamic
response of the structure is not controlled by the active system
as it was done in [27]. Since dynamic is not considered, seismic
design criteria are not included. Because the structure is controlled
only against rarely occurring loads, fatigue is not taken as a relevant limit state.
The adaptation process considered in this study is subdivided
into the discrete steps (a-f) shown in Fig. 2. The superscript C,
which stands for ‘‘controlled”, denote either element forces or
nodal displacements caused by the external load in combination
with the effect of actuation. Element forces and nodal displacements caused by the external load without the effect of actuation
are also referred to as compatible. The forces obtained through
actuation are in fact not compatible with the input geometry.
Due to geometric compatibility, the effect of actuation is a change
of forces and displacements, which is employed to operate the
structure within required limits [27]. The forces and displacements
obtained through control define an optimal state under each load
case. For example, FP_C = FP + DFP and uP_C = uP + DuP is the optimal
state under permanent load. The same applies for the live load or
other load combination cases.
(a) A first control action is needed under permanent load PP
which causes the element forces FP and nodal displacements
uP.
(b) In order to eliminate the displacements caused by PP, the
actuators have to change their length by DLP which causes
a change of internal forces DFP and displacements DuP so
that FP_C = FP + DFP and uP_C = uP + DuP. This can be thought
of as a pre-cambering process so that the structure is kept
flat or as close as possible to the input geometry for the general case under permanent load.
(c) When the live load PL is applied, in this case opposite to PP, it
causes the element forces FL and nodal displacements uL
which are added to the total element forces and nodal displacements FP + DFP + FL and uP + DuP + uL, respectively.
(d) If the total force violates an ultimate limit state (e.g. buckling, material strength limit) or the total displacement
exceeds a serviceability limit state, the actuators will apply
DLL to cause a change of internal forces DFL and nodal displacements DuL. Therefore, the element forces and nodal
displacements are FP + DFP + FL + DFL and uP + DuP + uL + DuL,
respectively.
(e) When the live load is removed, the element forces FL and
nodal displacements uL will also disappear. The total element forces and nodal displacements become FP + DFP + DFL
and uP + DuP + DuL, respectively.
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Fig. 2. Load adaptation process.

(f) Although the live load has been removed, the effect of DLL
(step d) is still present. Therefore, an opposite change of
length – DLL is applied to remove DFL and DuL thus allowing
the structure to return to the optimal configuration under
permanent load.

for the computation of the operational energy. In order to compare
results obtained by the TEO-MINLP and the TEO-Nested methods,
in both formulations the operational energy is computed considering a two-phase adaptation process.
2.3. Live load probability distribution

Step (b) to step (f) is repeated each time a live load is applied to
the structure.
2.2. Operational energy computation
The adaptation process illustrated in Fig. 2 is divided into three
steps: (a-b), (b-d), and (d-f). In step (a-b) the structure is controlled
to eliminate the displacements caused by the permanent load. This
task needs only to be carried out once after or during the building
of the structure. Compared to the energy required to control the
effect of the live load, the energy required for this one-time actuation is negligible [27]. Steps (b-d) are the first phase of the adaptation process in which the structure is controlled to compensate for
the effect of the live load. Steps (d-f) are the second phase of the
adaptation process in which the structure is controlled to eliminate
the residual effect caused by actuation in the first phase (b-d) and
after the live load is removed.
In [27], the operational energy is obtained by accounting only
for the first phase (steps b-d) of the adaptation process. In most
cases, the energy required by the first phase is much higher than
that required in the second phase. This is because, usually, the
actuators counteract the effect of the live load in the first phase
while during the second phase the actuators release in order to
control the structure into the optimal configuration under permanent load (d-f). This is the case for the vertical cantilever structures
subject to lateral loading presented in Section 4. However, in other
cases, for example when the live load is opposite to the permanent
load (such as the case presented in Fig. 2), the situation is inverted.
The first phase can be thought of as a relaxation because the total
load is actually lower than the permanent load (step b-d) while the
second phase requires most of the energy to control the structure
into the optimal configuration under permanent load (d-f). This is
the case of the simply supported trusses presented in Section 4. For
this reason, in this work a two-phase adaptation process is adopted

The computation of the operational energy requires the definition of a probability of occurrence of the loads. For simplicity, all
loadings that are not permanent including large events with a
small probability of occurrence such as wind storms or unusual
crowds are considered as live loads in this work. Following [27],
a log-normal distribution is adopted to model the live load probability distribution. Using a log-normal distribution means that the
logarithm of the live load event (which is the random variable) is
normally distributed. This way it is possible to model a generic random occurrence of the live load whose magnitude is always a positive value. Other probability distributions should be employed to
model specific loading events. In order to define the log-normal
distribution, the mean l and the standard deviation r of the associated normal distribution must be known. For simplicity, the
mean l of the associated normal distribution is set to zero. The
design load Pd is set as the characteristic value which corresponds
to the 95th percentile of the associated normal distribution. Since
the operational energy is computed during service, the characteristic value is the design load without load factors (SLS load case).
Once the characteristic value and the mean are set, the standard
deviation of the associated normal distribution is obtained as:

r¼

logðP Þ  l

U1 ð0:95Þ

ð1Þ

where U1 is the inverse of the cumulative distribution function of a
standard normal distribution.
Fig. 3(a) shows the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of a
generic live load, and the dotted line denotes the Load Actuation
Threshold (LAT). The LAT is the lowest level of the load probability
distribution that causes a state of stress and/or displacement to
violate a limit state [27]. At the left-hand side of the LAT are the
more frequent loads with low magnitude that the structure can
withstand without actuation. At the right side are the rarer loads
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Fig. 3. (a) Live load Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF); (b) live load hours [27]

with higher magnitude which the structure can only withstand
through adaptation.
To obtain a discretization of the load probability distribution,
given a load case j, all possible values of the load ranging from 0
to the design value Pjd are grouped into nd bins and the value of
the load in the kth bin is denoted by Pjk. The number of hours when
the live load falls within the kth bin is denoted by Hjk. Fig. 3(b)
shows the distribution of Hjk of a generic live load. The total operational energy during service is the sum of the energy shares that
are required to counteract actively loads of magnitude higher than
the LAT. Note that the LAT is not a design variable but rather a state
variable. Once the minimum energy configuration is obtained, the
LAT is computed through analysis.

relate the applied load P 2 Rn

3. All-In-One Total Energy Optimization formulation

This section presents the All-In-One Total Energy Optimization
(TEO) problem through the reduced formulation given in Table 1 in
order to explain the main aspects of the model.
The objective of the optimization is to minimize the whole-life
energy of the structure which is the sum of embodied and operational energy as defined in Section 2. This formulation applies to
reticular structures equipped with linear actuators. Assume a reticular structure of dim dimensions with nn nodes and ne elements,
and use nfdof to denote the number of degrees of freedom that
are not constrained by supports. The main design variables are
e
the element cross-section areas a 2 Rn 1 , the internal forces
e 1

(before control) and FC 2 Rn
nfdof 1

e 1

(after control), the nodal
fdof

(before control) and uC 2 Rn 1 (after
displacements u 2 R
e
control), the actuator layout n 2 Rn 1 which is a vector of binary
variables indicating the actuator positions, and the actuator length
e
changes DL 2 Rn 1 .
The All-in-One formulation was already given in [27] based on
the Integrated Force Method (IFM) [37,37]. However, simulations
have shown that that the IFM-based formulation is difficult to
solve directly through an AIO optimization scheme because it contains strong nonlinearities. For example, the use of the element
e
flexibility matrix containing L=ðEaÞ, where L 2 Rn 1 is the element

Table 1
TEO-MINLP reduced model.
min

a;F;u;n;DL

s. t.

Objective function

Ku ¼ P

Equilibrium constraints
Ultimate Limit State

fdof

and compression rC , which includes local stability constraints FB
(buckling). SLS is enforced to ensure that the displacements of
the controlled degrees of freedom (cdof) are kept within required
serviceability limit uSLS
limit . The cdofs are the degrees of freedom of
the nodes that are chosen to be controlled. Actuator layout constraints are implemented to set an upper bound on the maximum
number of actuators as well as the maximum actuator length
change. Other auxiliary constraints will be formulated to implement the optimization model. Full formulation of the objective
function and all constraint equations are given in Section 3.2.
Note that to simplify the notation, element force F, nodal displacement u and control command DL are single column vectors
by taking only one load case at time. To consider multiple load
cases and the load probability distribution discussed in Section 2.3,
the formulation is extended for each kth occurrence of the jth load
case Pjk.
3.2. All-In-One Total Energy Optimization full model
3.2.1. Equilibrium conditions
Equilibrium conditions must be satisfied for any load that the
structure is designed to withstand whether it is in an active state
(controlled through actuation) or in a passive state. By using the
IFMD [38], this condition can be expressed as:

ð2Þ
nfdof nfdof

where K 2 R

nfdof 1

is the stiffness matrix, u 2 R
fdof

FB 6 FC
Cjcdof
uSLS
6 uSLS
limit 6 u
limit
DLlimit n 6 DL 6 DLlimit n
–

to nodal displacements and ele-

ment forces through the stiffness matrix K 2 Rn n must be satisfied for all cases whether the structure is controlled or not. ULS
constrains the element forces (or stresses) to be limited within
an admissible value (i.e. material strength limit) for tension rT

Ku ¼ P;

Etotal ¼ Eembodied þ Eoperational
rC a 6 FC 6 rT a

fdof 1

fdof

3.1. Reduced model

F 2 Rn

length vector, introduces a non-linearity due to the presence of
variable a at the denominator. Therefore, the Dual Integrated Force
Method (IFMD) [38] is adopted to reduce the degree of nonlinearity. Note that the governing equations for the IFMD are similar to
the stiffness equations with a modification of the load term which
allows to incorporate directly the actuator length changes. This
variation makes it a convenient method to compute internal forces
and nodal displacements resulting from the actuator length
changes.
Minimization of the whole-life energy is subjected to four main
constraint types: force equilibrium, ultimate limit state (ULS), serviceability limit state (SLS) and actuator layout constraints.
Equilibrium of forces is necessary since the internal forces are treated as design variables. For this reason, equilibrium conditions that

Serviceability Limit State
Actuator layout constraints
Auxiliary constraints

is the dis-

placement vector, and P 2 Rn 1 is the total external load vector
which can also include the actuator control commands. Note that
Eq. (2) is called ‘‘equilibrium” conditions but it also includes geometric compatibility conditions between element deformations
and nodal displacements. For reticular structures, the stiffness
matrix K can be expressed as:
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K ¼ B K BT ;
where B 2 Rn

ð3Þ
fdof ne

is the equilibrium matrix which contains the ele

e

e

ment direction cosines, and K 2 Rn n is the element stiffness
matrix which is diagonal (for truss structures) and whose terms are:


Ei ai
K ii ¼
:
Li

P ¼ Pext þ Pact ;

ð5Þ

where Pext and Pact are the external load and the equivalent load
caused by actuation (actuator load for brevity), respectively. Pact is
expressed as:


Pact ¼ B K DL;

ð6Þ
e

where DL 2 Rn 1 is the vector of actuator commands. It is convenient to express the actuator load Pact and length change DL as vece
tors of dimensions Rn 1 even if the number of actuators is usually
much lower than the number of elements ne . The length change of
the non-active elements is simply set to zero.
Recalling the structural adaptation process explained in Section 2.1, equilibrium conditions must be further divided into two
parts depending on whether the live load is applied or not. If only
permanent load (dead load Pdead + self-weight Pself ) (steps a-b in
Fig. 2) and the actuator control commands DLP are applied, the
equilibrium constraints are:
C

(

ð4Þ

The terms Ei, ai, and Li are the Young’s modulus, cross-section
area, and length of the ith element, respectively. The total load P
is expressed as:

KuP

3.2.2. Ultimate Limit State (ULS) constraints
3.2.2.1. Admissible stress and buckling. The controlled element
forces are constrained so that the stress does not exceed an admissible limit and compression forces are below the critical buckling
load:

¼ PP ;

ð7Þ

rC a 6 FC 6 rT a
FB 6 FC

where

;

ð13Þ

rC and rT are the admissible stress in compression and in
e

tension respectively, Fb 2 Rn 1 is the Euler buckling load vector.
For simplicity it is assumed that all elements have a cylindrical hollow section. To reduce optimization complexity, the wall thickness
is set proportional to the external diameter. Therefore, FB is a function of the cross-section area a. In addition, element cross-section
areas are bounded to be larger than a minimum value amin, which
could be used to match commercial availability:

a P amin :

ð14Þ

If there is no live load applied to the structure, the controlled
element force FC is given by:

FC ¼ FP

C

 
¼ K B T uP

C


 DL P :


The term that multiplies K is the elastic deformation of the element which is given by the total deformation BT uP
P



PP ¼ Pdead þ Pself þ B K DLP :
P_C

Note that u

ð8Þ

dead

self

the permanent load P
+ P as well as the displacement correction DuP caused by DLP, i.e. uP_C = uP + DuP as shown by step (b) in
Fig. 2. The displacement uP caused by the permanent load is

minus the

actuator length change DL . Note that F in Eq. (15) includes both
the force FP caused by the permanent load and the force correction
DFP caused by DLP, i.e. FP_C = FP + DFP as shown by step (b) in Fig. 2.
The compatible force (before control) FP caused by the permanent
load is obtained as:


FP ¼ K BT uP :

ð16Þ

The force correction DF caused by DL is then computed as
DFP = FP_C  FP.
If both permanent and live load are applied, FC is given by:

P

in Eq. (7) includes the displacement u caused by

C

P_C

P

where

ð15Þ

FC ¼ FP

C

þ FL

C

 
¼ K BT uP

C

P

 
 DLP þ K BT uL

C


 DL L :

ð17Þ

obtained by removing the actuator load B K DLP from Eq. (8) and
substituting the load in Eq. (7):

FL_C in Eq. (17) includes the force FL caused by the live load Plive
and the force correction DFL caused by DLL, i.e. FL_C = FL + DFL as
shown by step (d) in Fig. 2. The compatible force (before control)
FL caused by the live load is obtained as:

KuP ¼ Pdead þ Pself :

FL ¼ K BT uL :



ð9Þ

DuP is then computed as DuP = uP_C  uP.
Similarly, equilibrium conditions under the live load Pliv e are
given by:

KuL

C

¼ PL ;

ð10Þ

where
L

P ¼P

liv e





The force correction DF caused by DL is then computed as
DFL = FL_C  FL.

þ B K DL ;

ð11Þ

where DLL is the actuator control command to counteract the live
load. In Eq. (10) uL_C = uL + DuL as shown by step (d) in Fig. 2.
The displacement uL caused by the live load is obtained by remov

ing the actuator load B K DLL in Eq. (11) and substituting the load in
Eq. (10):

KuL ¼ Pliv e :
DuL is then computed as DuL = uL_C  uL.

ð12Þ

L

3.2.2.2. Fail-safe constraints. A fail-safe constraint enforces the condition that ULS is satisfied even without the contribution of the
active system:

(
L

ð18Þ
L

rC a 6 FP

C

FB 6 FP

þ FL

where FP

C

C

þ FL 6 rT a

;

ð19Þ

are the controlled forces under permanent load (one-

time control action, see Section 2.1) and FL the compatible forces
(no control) caused by the live load PL . In other words, the sum of
controlled forces under permanent load and the non-controlled
forces under live load must be within required stress and stability
limits. This way, in case of a large loading event and concurrent
power breakdown and/or control system failure, structure integrity
will not be compromised.
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3.2.3. Serviceability Limit State constraints
The nodal displacements are constrained to be within prescribed limits:

ulimit 6 ucdof 6 ulimit ;

ð20Þ

where cdof denotes the degrees of freedom to be controlled. If there
is no live load applied to the structure, ucdof ¼ uP Cjcdof . In this case,
the actuator length changes are applied so that the displacements
under permanent load are reduced to zero or a very small value
as shown by steps (b-d) and steps (d-f) in Fig. 2. This control action
can be thought of as a pre-cambering, in this case ulimit is denoted
as uSLS0. If the live load is applied, ucdof ¼ uP Cjcdof þ uL Cjcdof . In this
case, ulimit is assigned as the required serviceability limit which is
denoted by uSLS.
3.2.4. Actuator command constraints
The actuator commands are limited so that they do not exceed a
prescribed stroke length which otherwise could be impractical. The
sign convention for DL is positive when it is an extension and negative for a contraction. This constraint is formulated as:

DLlimit n 6 DL 6 DLlimit n;

ð21Þ
e

where DLlimit is the maximum allowed length change, and n 2 Rn 1
is a vector of binary variables ni 2 f0; 1g that represents the actuator layout. For clarity, ni = 1 means that ith element is selected to be
fitted with a linear actuator. In addition, the number of actuators is
constrained by:

nact
min 6

X

ni 6 nact
max ;

ð22Þ

i

Note that Eq. (25) is satisfied only at the configuration of mini

DF
reaches the minimum which
mum energy i.e. when  W Fijk þ W ijk
is ensured because W 0ijk is included in the objective function. This
way, the operational energy (Eoperational) required for the kth occurrence of the load probability distribution can be computed as:

Ekoperational ¼

X X W 0 ijk xHjk
i

g

j

;

ð26Þ

where x is the actuator working frequency expressed in cycles per
hour and g the actuator mechanical efficiency. For simplicity, the
actuator working frequency is set to the 1st natural frequency,
which is likely to dominate the response of most civil structures
under dynamic loading [27]. This is a conservative assumption
because it means that the actuator will always work at the fundamental frequency even if the load is quasi-static or slow varying.
In addition, the TEO-MINLP formulation must be implemented as
a single process (see Table 2) i.e. no sub-processes can be included
such as the eigenvalue problem to compute the fundamental frequency. Therefore x is set as the fundamental frequency of the
equivalent weight-optimized passive structure. Because the passive
structure is always stiffer than the adaptive one, this gives an upper
bound on the natural frequency and thus on the operational energy.
3.2.6. Objective function
The optimization objective is minimization of the whole-life
energy (Etotal):

Etotal ¼ Eembodied þ Eoperational ;

ð27Þ

act
where nact
min and nmax are lower and upper bounds of the number of
actuators.

where Eembodied is the energy embodied in the material and Eoperais the total operational energy throughout service life (usually
set as 50 years). The embodied energy is:

3.2.5. Auxiliary constraints
Following [27], the work Wijk done by the ith actuator for the kth
occurrence of the jth load case Pjk is expressed as:

Eembodied ¼

1
W ijk ¼ F ijk DLijk þ DF ijk DLijk ;
2

ð23Þ

where F ijk is the compatible element force before control and DF ijk is
the element force change after the control command DLijk is applied.
The products (F ijk DLijk ) and (12 DF ijk DLijk ) may be positive or negative.
If the terms in (F ijk , DLijk ) and/or (DF ijk , DLijk ) have the same sign,
their product will be positive, for example when an increase of tension is needed for force correction DF ijk > 0 through a length extension DLijk > 0 or vice versa for the compression case. In these cases,
no work is needed because there is an actual gain of energy which
could be harvested. However, since energy harvesting is not considered in this formulation, any energy gain is set to zero in order to
compute an upper bound of the operational energy consumption.
Therefore, only when the products (F ijk DLijk ) and/or (12 DF ijk DLijk )
are negative, their absolute value is added to the operational
energy. In order to implement these conditions within the MINLP
formulation, two auxiliary variables are introduced, W Fijk and W DijkF ,
and a set of auxiliary constraints expressed as:

8 F
W 6 F ijk DLijk
>
>
< ijk
DF
W ijk
6 12 DF ijk DLijk :
>
>
: F
W ijk 6 0; W Dijk 6 0

ð24Þ

The work W 0ijk done by the ith actuator for the kth occurrence of
the jth load case Pjk is:



DF
W 0ijk ¼  W Fijk þ W ijk
:

ð25Þ

tional

X

ai Li qi eei ;

ð28Þ

i

where qi is the material density, and eei is the energy intensity factor (MJ/kg) [39]. When the structure comprises elements made of a
single material, the embodied energy is proportional to the mass
through a single scaling factor. However, since the objective is to
minimize the structure whole-life energy, the material energy
intensity is important even for the case when a single material is
adopted.
The operational energy is expressed as:

Eoperational ¼



0ð1Þ
0ð2 Þ
X X X W ijk þ W ijk xHjk
i

0ð1Þ

j

k

g

;

ð29Þ

0ð2Þ

where W ijk and W ijk are the work shares for the first (steps b-d)
and second (steps d-f) control phase respectively done by the ith
actuator for the kth occurrence of the jth load case Pjk.
3.2.7. TEO-MINLP full model formulation
The TEO-MINLP optimization model is given in Table 2.
The
vector
Xcollates
the
optimization
variables:


P CjSLS
L CjSLS
LjSLS
P CjULS
L CjULS
P CjSLS
L CjSLS
a
;
F
;
F
;
F
;
F
;
F
;
u
;
u
;
uLjSLS ; :
X¼
PjSLS
LjSLS
PjULS
LjULS
F
DF
P CjULS
L CjULS
u
;u
; DL
; DL
; DL
; DL
; n; W ; W
The superscript SLS and ULS indicate the design load case without
and with load factors, respectively. As explained in Section 2.3, the
operational energy is computed during service, hence the objective
function and auxiliary constraints contain forces and actuator commands only for the SLS load cases.The factor di in the Actuator layout constraints is the load factor for the ith permanent load. This
factor is employed to enforce that permanent load cases with the
same load factor are controlled with identical actuator commands.
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Fail-safe constraints can be incorporated in the optimization
model through Eq. (19) so that the sum of the controlled forces

Table 2
TEO-MINLP full model.
min
X

s. t.

Etotal ¼ Eembodied þ Eoperational

Objective function

P CjSLS

PjSLS

¼P

L CjSLS

¼ Pjk

8j; 8k

¼ Plijkv e

8j; 8k

Ku

Kujk

LjSLS

Kujk

P CjULS

Kuj

LjSLS

L CjULS

Kuj

P CjSLS

F

L CjSLS

Fjk

LjSLS
Fjk

T

¼ KB

P CjULS

L CjULS
Fj

8j

LjULS

8j

¼ Pj


¼ K BT uP CjSLS  DLPjSLS


L CjSLS
LjSLS
¼ K BT ujk
 DLjk


Fj

PjULS

¼ Pj



P CjULS
PjULS
¼ K BT uj
 DLj



L CjULS
LjULS
¼ K BT uj
 DLj

rC a 6 F

P CjSLS

rC a 6 FP

CjSLS

rC a 6 Fj

P CjULS

r a
C

B

P CjULS
6 Fj
P CjSLS

6 rT a
L CjSLS

þ Fjk

6 rT a

þ

L CjULS
Fj

6r a
T

CjSLS



8j; 8k

8j
8j
8j; 8k

Material strength
constraints

8j
8j; 8k

L CjSLS

þ Fjk

and the non-controlled forces under

(defined in Eq. (18)) is kept within required stress

¼ K BT uLjULS
which involves adding np nfdof variables for uLjULS .
FLjULS
jk
jk

F 6 F

FB 6 FP

CjULS

FLjULS and the compatible displacements under live load uLjULS (defined in Eq. (18)), an extra constraint must be included

8j

6 rT a

LjULS

and stability limits. This involves adding np ne variables for FLjULS .
In addition, to ensure equilibrium and compatibility between

8j; 8k

LjSLS
ujk

under permanent load FP
live load F

Equilibrium
constraints

Member buckling
constraints

Hence, the inclusion of fail-safe constraints in the optimization


model requires the addition of np ne þ nfdof variables. Compared
to the total number of variables given in Eq. (30), the inclusion of
fail-safe constraints does not cause a significant increase of optimization variables. However, since the examples studied in this
work are stiffness governed design problems, the governing constraint is the serviceability limit on deflections. For this reason, in
order to simplify the optimization model, fail-safe constraints have
not been included. This way it is assumed that the active system
contributes to avoid critical stress conditions under loading. A post
analysis will be carried out in Section 3.3.3 to assess whether failsafe conditions are met.

P CjULS

FB 6 Fj

8j

P CjULS

FB 6 Fj
u

SLS0

6u

L CjULS
þ Fj
P CjSLSjcdof
SLS0

6u

L CjSLSjcdof
CjSLSjcdof
þ ujk
6 uSLS
P CjULSjcdof
SLS0
6 uj
6u
u
P CjULSjcdof
L CjULSjcdof
uSLS 6 uj
þ uj
6 uSLS
PjSLS
DLlimit n 6 DL
6 DLlimit n
LjSLS
DLlimit n 6 DLPjSLS þ DLjk 6 DLlimit n

uSLS 6 uP
SLS0

PjULS

6 DLlimit n

PjULS

þ DL j

DLlimit n 6 DLj
DLlimit n 6 DLj

LjULS

6 DLlimit n

8j; 8k
8j
8j
8j; 8k
8j
if di ¼ dj

DF ð1Þ
W ijk

6



F ð2Þ
P CjSLS
þ DF SLS
W ijk 6 F i
DLSLS
ijk
ijk



DF ð2Þ
W ijk 6 12 DF SLS
DLSLS
ijk
ijk

8i; 8j; 8k

F ð1Þ
W ijk 6 0
DF ð1Þ
W ijk 6 0
F ð2Þ
W ijk 6 0
DF ð2Þ
W ijk 6 0

8i; 8j; 8k

a P amin
ni 2 f0; 1g

Actuator layout
constraints

8j

PjULS
DLPjULS
¼ DL
i
P j
nmin 6
ni 6 nmax
i


F ð1Þ
P CjSLS
LjSLS
W ijk 6 F i
þ F ijk DLSLS
ijk
SLS
SLS
1
2 DF ijk DLijk

3.3. TEO-MINLP vs TEO-Nested
Displacement
constraints

8i; 8j; 8k

Auxiliary
constraints

8i; 8j; 8k
8i; 8j; 8k

8i; 8j; 8k
8i; 8j; 8k
8i; 8j; 8k
8i

The relationships between the load, force, displacement, and
actuation with different superscripts are shown in Table 3 and
Fig. 2. For simplicity, SLS and ULS superscripts are omitted in
Table 3 and Fig. 2.
Referring to Table 2, the dimensions of the optimization variables are given in Table 4.
Thus, for a structure with ne elements and nfdof free degrees of
freedom, the total number of optimization variable is:





nvc ¼ 3ne þ nfdof þ np nd 7ne þ 2nfdof þ np 4ne þ 2nfdof
nvb ¼ ne

ð30Þ

where np and nd are the number of load cases and the number of
bins of the discretized load probability distribution, respectively;nvc
and nvb are the number of continuous and binary variables,
respectively.

3.3.1. Actuator layout optimization
In the TEO-Nested method, embodied energy minimization,
actuator layout optimization and operational energy computation
are carried out for a set of MUTs. The configuration of minimum
total energy is then selected as the optimal solution. In the TEONested method, force equilibrium and geometric compatibility
are disaggregated. In the embodied energy optimization step, the
variables are the element cross-section areas and internal forces.
Constraints include force equilibrium, material strength and member buckling but neither geometric compatibility nor deflection
limits are taken into account. This means that the optimal forces
are not compatible and must be enforced through a controlled
change of shape. The actuator layout is obtained as the set of nact
elements whose length change is most effective to redirect the
compatible forces into the optimal ones and to keep nodal displacements within the required limit for multiple load cases. In
the TEO-MINLP formulation, force equilibrium and geometric compatibility are combined. The actuator layout is obtained as a direct
result from the minimization of the total energy. For this reason, it
is expected that the actuator layout of the solutions produced by
the TEO-MINLP and TEO-Nested methods will be different.
3.3.2. Operational energy minimization
In the TEO-Nested formulation given in [27], adaptation is
employed to control the element forces into target (optimal) forces
and to keep the nodal displacements within required limits. The
sum of the energy required for adaptation at each occurrence of
the load probability distribution above the LAT is the operational
energy during service. In the TEO-MINLP formulation, the actuator
commands are computed through minimization of the operational
energy. For this reason, in order to compare these two formulations, the TEO-Nested method has been reformulated to obtain
the actuator commands through operational energy minimization.
This new method can be thought of as a reduced form of the TEOMINLP model presented in Section 3.2. The objective function is the
minimization of Eoperational subject to the same constraints as those
defined in Section 3.2.
This is a general optimization model which can be employed to
minimize the operational energy if the element cross-section areas
and the actuator layout are known. The input for this model are the
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Table 3
Relations between load, force, displacement and actuation.
Load

Actuation command

Force caused by actuation

Displacement caused by actuation

Force

Displacement

P

uP

–

–

–

F

Pliv e

–

–

–

FL

PP

DLP

DFP

DuP

FP

C

¼ FP þ DFP

uP

C

¼ uP þ DuP

PL

DLL

DFL

DuL

FL

C

¼ FL þ DFL

uL

C

¼ uL þ DuL

dead

P

self

þP

uL

Table 4
Dimensions (D) of optimization variables (V).
Continuous variable
V

a

D

ne

V

FL

D

ne  np  nd

V
D

FP CjULS
ne  np

V
D

Binary variable
n
ne

FP
ne
CjSLS

CjSLS

DLPjSLS
ne

uP

DLLjSLS
ne  np  nd

WF

WDF

uL

ne  np  nd

ne  np  nd  2

FL CjULS
ne  np

DLPjULS
ne  np

DLLjULS
ne  np

ne  np  nd  2
uP CjULS

nfdof  np  nd
uL CjULS

nfdof  np

nfdof  np

FLjSLS

CjSLS

nfdof

element cross-section areas (a), the actuator layout (n), the controlled state under permanent load which comprises element
forces (FP

CjSLS

), nodal displacements (uP

CjSLS

) and actuator com-

min

Eoperational

s. t.

Kujk

the displacements uLjk and member forces FLjk caused by the live

load Plijkv e throughEq. (12) and Eq. (18) for each bin k of the discretized load probability distribution. Structural adaptation is
needed for any k  k*, where k* denotes the index of the load
occurrence corresponding to the LAT. The full optimization problem is given in Table 5. The vector Xcollates the optimization vari

ables: X ¼ DLLjSLS ; uL CjSLS ; FL CjSLS ; WF ; WDF . Note that DLLjk ðmÞ
denotes the mth entry of the vector DLLjk , and I is a set containing
the index of the elements that are not selected as active and whose
length change must therefore be set to 0. All other constraint equations have been described in Section 3.2.
3.3.3. Force and shape control with fail-safe constraints
As explained in Section 3.2.7, since the examples studied in this
paper are stiffness governed, a simplification of the optimization
model is possible by excluding fail-safe constraints. However, once
the solution is obtained, an analysis has been carried out to assess
whether fail-safe conditions are met. To verify this, a new control
process has been formulated through optimization. The optimization model is given in Table 6. The vector X collates the optimiza

tion variables:X ¼ DLPjULS ; DLLjULS ; uP CjULS ; uL CjULS ; FP CjULS ; FL CjULS .
The objective is to obtain the smallest DLPjULS (one-time control
under permanent load) and DLLjULS such that the fail-safe constraint
given in Eq (19) is satisfied. Note that DLPjULS is the actuator command for the one-time control action illustrated in steps (a-b) in
Fig. 2. This control action can be thought of as part of the construction process similar to pre-stress. For completeness, also DLLjULS is
considered so that deflection limits are met under the USL load
case but it is not part of the fail-safe constraints. The choice of this
objective function makes the optimization model linear which,
therefore, can be solved efficiently. In addition, it is preferable to
satisfy the fail-safe constraints using small actuator length

uLjSLS
nfdof  np  nd

Table 5
Operational energy minimization.

mands DL
as well as the load activation threshold (LAT) As
defined in Section 2.3, the LAT is the lowest level of the load probability distribution that causes a state of stress and/or displacement to violate a limit state. The LATis obtained by computing

PjSLS

CjSLS

X

L CjSLS

L CjSLS

Fjk

LjSLS

¼ Pjk


L CjSLS
LjSLS
¼ K BT ujk
 DLjk

rC a 6 FP

CjSLS

L CjSLS

þ Fjk

6 rT a

L CjSLS
F 6 F
þ Fjk
L CjSLSjcdof
SLS
u 6 ujk
6 uSLS
LjSLS
P
DLlimit 6 DL þ DLjk 6
LjSLS
DLjk ðmÞ ¼ 0
B

DF ð1Þ

CjSLS
LjSLS

LjSLS

þ F ijk

LjSLS



F ð1Þ
W ijk 6 0
DF ð1Þ
W ijk 6 0
F ð2Þ
W ijk 6 0
DF ð2Þ
W ijk 6 0

8j; 8k P k
8j; 8k P k

DLlimit

8j; 8k P k
m2I

LjSLS

DLijk

6 12 DF ijk DLijk



F ð2Þ
P CjSLS
LjSLS
LjSLS
W ijk 6 F i
þ DF ijk
DLijk



DF ð2Þ
LjSLS
LjSLS
W ijk 6 12 DF ijk
DLijk
W ijk

8j; 8k P k
8j; 8k P k

P CjSLS


F ð1Þ
P
W ijk 6 F i

8j; 8k P k

8i; 8j; 8k P k
8i; 8j; 8k P k
8i; 8j; 8k P k
8i; 8j; 8k P k
8i; 8j; 8k P k
8i; 8j; 8k P k
8i; 8j; 8k P k
8i; 8j; 8k P k

changes. Note that actuation under the ULS load case does not
affect the operational energy for adaptation which is computed
under the SLS load case.
4. Numerical examples
The TEO-MINLP formulation is applied to the design of a vertical
cantilever truss and a simply-supported truss. The solutions produced by the TEO-MINLP method are compared with those produced by the TEO-Nested method. In the following, ‘AS-MINLP’
and ‘AS-Nested’ will be used to denote the solutions obtained by
the two methods.
All structural elements are assumed to have a cylindrical hollow
section and to be made of structural steel (S355) with a Young’s
modulus of 210 GPa, a density of 7800 kg/m3 and an energy intensity of 36.5 MJ/kg [39]. To limit optimization complexity, the wall
thickness of the element cross-section is set to 10% of the external
radius and the minimum radius is set to 50 mm.
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where Fi is the axial force in the ith element, F Si is the force at which
the element stress equals the admissible value for tension rT or

Table 6
Force and shape control with fail-safe constraints.
P  PjULS   LjULS 
min
 þ DLi

DLi
X

compression rC and F Bi is the critical buckling load. The material
utilization factor MUT was introduced in [27] as an optimization
variable. Note that for the TEO-MINLP process, the MUT is obtained
through analysis. If the MUT is larger than 1.0, it means that there
exists at least one element which is overstressed. Similarly, if UT B
is larger than 1.0, it means that there exists at least one element
whose axial force exceeds the buckling load.
The index UT SLS denotes the ratio between the maximum displacement among the controlled nodes (cdofs) and the SLS displacement limit:

i

s.t.

P CjULS

Kuj

L CjULS
Kuj
P CjULS
Fj
L CjULS

Fj

8j

PjULS

¼ Pj
¼


¼K



P CjULS
BT uj


L
¼ K B T uj


r a

8j

LjULS
Pj

CjULS



DLPjULS
j
LjULS

 DLj





r a

P CjULS
 C 6 Fj
6 T
P CjULS
L CjULS
þ Fj
6 T
 C 6 Fj
P CjULS
B
F 6 Fj
P CjULS
L CjULS
þ Fj
FB 6 Fj
P
CjULS
LjULS
þ Fj
6 T
 C 6 Fj
P CjULS
LjULS
B
F 6 Fj
þ Fj
P CjULSjcdof
6 uSLS0
uSLS0 6 uj
P
CjULSjcdof
L CjULSjcdof
uSLS 6 uj
þ uj
6 uSLS
PjULS
6 DLlimit
DLlimit 6 DLj
PjULS
LjULS
þ DLj
6 DLlimit
DLlimit 6 DLj
PjULS
DLj
ð mÞ ¼ 0
LjULS
DLj
ðmÞ ¼ 0
PjULS
DLPjULS
¼ DLj
i

r a

r a

r a

r a

8j
8j
8j
8j
8j
8j
8j
8j

Fail-safe
constraint

8j
8j
8j
8j
m2I
m2I
if di ¼ dj

The live load probability distribution is modelled using a lognormal distribution as described in Section 2.3. The service life is
set to 50 years. The number of bins to sample the load probability
distribution has a significant effect with regard to problem size for
the TEO-MINLP process. In this case the number of variables
increases drastically as the number of bins increases. Referring to
Table 4 and Eq. (30), for each bin, 2npne variables related to element forces, 2npnfdof to nodal displacements, npne to actuator
length changes, and 4npne to auxiliary variables must be added
for a total of np(7ne + 2nfdof) variables per bin. To keep optimization
feasible within a reasonable time, the live load probability distribution is discretized in 10 bins.
For the TEO-Nested process, the number of actuators nact is set
to the sum of the degree of static indeterminacy plus the number
of controlled degrees of freedom (cdof). This is the minimum number of actuators that is required to control exactly the displacements of all cdofs [27]. For the TEO-MINLP process, the number
of actuators can vary between an upper and a lower bound (Eq.
(22)). In the following case studies, the upper bound nact
max is set
to the same number as that for the TEO-Nested process. The lower
act
bound nact
min can be set to any arbitrary value lower than nmax . However, in order to reduce the size of the feasible solution space, the
act
lower bound is set to nact
min ¼ nmax  2. The maximum actuation
length change is set to 500 mm. The actuator embodied energy is
added to the structure embodied energy. For simplicity, it is
assumed that the actuator mass is a linear function of the maximum required force capacity with a proportional constant of
0.1 kg/kN [40]. It is also assumed that an actuator is entirely made
of steel with an energy intensity of 36.5 MJ/kg and a mechanical
efficiency of 0.8 [41].
The indices MUT and UT B denote utilization (demand over
capacity) in terms of stress and stability:

MUT ¼ max

UT B ¼ max

Fi

!

F Si
Fi
F Bi

ð31Þ

!
ð32Þ



ui
UT SLS ¼ max SLS
ui

ð33Þ

where ui and uSLS
are the displacement and the serviceability limit
i
for the ith cdof, respectively. This index can be thought of as a control measure for the displacements. If UT SLS is larger than 1.0, it
means that there exists at least one nodal displacement that
exceeds the serviceability limit.
Both TEO-MINLP and TEO-Nested formulations have been
implemented in Matlab through own software. The main dependency for the TEO-MINLP process is the branch-and-bound algorithm implemented in Knitro [42] while for the TEO-Nested
process the main dependency is the Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) algorithm built-in Matlab. The TEO-MINLP was solved
on a NEOS Server [43] with a 2x Intel Xeon E5-2698 @ 2.30 GHz
CPU and 192 GB RAM. The TEO-Nested was solved on a 2x Intel
Xeon Silver 4116 @ 2.10 GHz CPU with 64 GB RAM. In addition,
parallelization with 4 cores is employed to run the TEO-MINLP
algorithm but no parallelization is implemented for the TEONested algorithm.
4.1. Simply-supported truss
Two simply-supported planar trusses of 50 m span and 2.5 m
depth, one statically determinate and one statically indeterminate,
are considered in this case study. The serviceability limit is set to
span/500 for all cdofs.
4.1.1. Statically determinate case
Fig. 4(a) shows dimensions and loading for the statically determinate simply-supported truss. Fig. 4(b) shows element numbering and the cdofs which are indicated by circles. The vertical
displacement of all the top chord nodes and the horizontal displacement of the roller support are controlled for a total of 6 cdofs.
For this reason, the number of actuators nact for the TEO-Nested
process is set to 6 and so is nact
max for the TEO-MINLP process.
It is assumed that that this truss is part of a roof system. The dead
load on the roof panels (out of plane) is set to 2.94 kN/m2 (300 kg/m2)
resulting in a uniformly distributed load of 29.4 kN/m applied to the
top chord of the truss. Two types of live load are considered: a wind
load modelled as a negative pressure (L1) on the top chord of the
truss and a lateral load L2. Both live loads have the same intensity
of the dead load (live-to-dead load ratio is 1). The design loads and
combination cases are summarized in Table 7.
Fig. 5(a) and (b) show the optimal adaptive structures ASMINLP and AS-Nested obtained from the TEO-MINLP and TEONested formulations, respectively. The element diameter is represented by line thickness – the thicker the line the bigger the diameter. The element cross-section area is indicated by color shading –
a darker grey shade indicates a larger area. Fig. 5(c) is the weightoptimized passive structure which has been obtained through the
optimization method described in [27]. The actuators are represented as integrated in the structure by replacing part of its ele-
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Fig. 4. Statically determinate simply supported truss.

Table 7
Load combination cases.
Case

Load factor

Permanent load

Load factor

Live load

LC1
LC2
LC3
LC4

1.35
0.9
1.35
0.9

dead
dead
dead
dead

1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

–
L1 = 2.94 kN/m2
L2 = 2.94 kN/m2
L3 = L1 + L2

load
load
load
load

+
+
+
+

self
self
self
self

(a) AS-MINLP

(b) AS-Nested

(c) Passive
Fig. 5. Optimum solutions (a) AS-MINLP, (b) AS-Nested and (c) passive.

ments. Both AS-Nested and AS-MINLP have 6 actuators, but the
layout is marginally different. Fig. 6 compares the bar chart of
the element cross-section areas of the two adaptive solutions with
that of the weight-optimized passive structure. Compared with the
passive structure, all element cross-section areas of the AS-Nested
10 4

6

Cross section area (mm 2 )

and AS-MINLP are smaller. Some cross-section areas of the ASMINLP (2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 17, 18) are larger than those
of the AS-Nested.
Fig. 7(a) shows the plot of the embodied, operational and total
energy as a function of the MUT for the TEO-Nested process. The

AS-MINLP
AS-Nested
Passive

5
4
3
2
1
0
0

1

2

3

4
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9
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Element number
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Fig. 6. Element cross-section areas.
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1
Energy (MJ)

Energy (MJ)

1

0.4

0.5

0.2

(a)

0
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(b)

0

Passive

AS-Nested

AS-MINLP

Fig. 7. (a) Embodied, operational and total energy vs MUT; (b) energy comparison.

1

Live Load CDF

minimum energy solution is obtained at an MUT of 38% for the
TEO-Nested method. For comparison, the passive and the ASMINLP solutions are indicated on the plot with a triangle and a
square symbol respectively. The MUT for the AS-MINLP is 42%
and that for the passive solution is 30% thus showing that material
is better utilized in the AS-MINLP as well as the AS-Nested. As
expected, the AS-MINLP configuration is not on the total energy
curve of the TEO-Nested process. The AS-MINLP is a better configuration with respect to the AS-Nested one in total energy terms.
However, the two solutions differ only marginally. Fig. 7(b) compares the embodied energy of the weight-optimized passive structure with the total energy of the two adaptive solutions. Mass and
energy savings are 16.64% and 4.43% for the AS-Nested while
11.59% and 5.89% for the AS-MINLP. Table 8 gives further detail
regarding embodied and operational energy of the two adaptive
solutions.
Table 8 also gives the computation time required by TEONested and TEO-MINLP. Regarding the TEO-MINLP computation
time, two values are reported. The first value is the real time it took
to obtain the optimal solution using parallelization with 4 cores
while the second value is the CPU time (sum of the time used by
each core). The CPU time is an approximate measure of the total
time required when parallelization is not employed [44]. As
expected, the computation time required by the TEO-MINLP is
much larger than that required by the TEO-Nested method even
though the former was ran on a better performing hardware and
using parallelization. In this case the time required to obtain the
AS-Nested is 1.26% of that required to obtain the AS-MINLP.
Fig. 8 shows the plot of the live load CDF indicating with a dotted line the load activation threshold (LAT). For load cases LC2 and
LC4, the activation thresholds of the AS-Nested and AS-MINLP are
both 2.61 kN/m2. For LC3, actuation is not needed in both cases and
therefore the LAT line is set to zero. The actuation time for both
AS-Nested and AS-MINLP is 0.46 years.

0.8
0.6
0.4

CDF-LC2to4
Act-thr-LC2, 4
Act-thr-LC3

0.2
0
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

2

Load magnitude (kN/m )
Fig. 8. Live load CDF and load activation threshold for AS-Nested and AS-MINLP.

Fig. 9 shows the bar chart for MUT, UTB and UTSLS before and
after control. MUT and UTB are always smaller than 1.0 which
means that the element forces are always lower than the admissible value (admissible stress) and critical load, hence fail-safe conditions are satisfied. In this case, MUT and UTB do not change
before and after control. This is because the structure is statically
determinate and therefore the actuator length changes do not
modify the internal forces but only the node positions (small
strains assumption). As expected, serviceability limit is not
respected when the structure is not controlled i.e. UTSLS is larger
than 1.0. However, after control, UTSLS is smaller than1.0 for both
cases.
For further comparison, optimization metrics of the adaptive
solution obtained through the TEO-Nested process but accounting
only for one-phase adaptation are also listed in Table 8. Both
embodied energy and operational energy are much smaller than
those obtained considering a two-phase adaptation. The activation
threshold is smaller, which results in a much longer actuation time
(2.54 years). The operational energy required in the second phase

Table 8
Summary of results.
MUT

Embodied energy
(MJ)

Operational energy
(MJ)

Mass
savings

Energy
savings

Actuation threshold
(LC4)

Actuation time
(years)

Computation time
(seconds)

AS-MINLP

0.42

1.00  106

0.06  106

11.59%

5.89%

2.61 kN/m2

0.46

AS-Nested (2
phase)
AS-Nested (1
phase)
Passive

0.38

0.93  106

0.14  106

16.64%

4.43%

2.61 kN/m2

0.46

4061.63
(16205.31)
51.63

1.00

0.40  106

0.002  106

63.93%

63.74%

1.31 kN/m2

2.54

40.03

0.30

6

0

–

–

–

–

0.46

1.12  10
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2
Before Control
After Control

1.5

Value

AS-MINLP

AS-Nested

1
AS-Nested
AS-MINLP AS-Nested

0.5

AS-MINLP

UT B

MUT

UT SLS

Fig. 9. Utilization factors MUT, UTB and UTSLS.
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41 mm

(a)
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41 mm

(b)
33 mm

79 mm

100 mm

79 mm

33 mm

(c)
Fig. 10. Deformed and controlled shape under LC2: (a) AS-Nested before control, (b) AS-Nested after control, (c) AS-Nested after control (smooth control), deformation
magnification 20.

of the adaptation process is not negligible for this configuration. In
this case, when two-phase adaptation is considered, the optimal
solution has to be much stiffer (higher embodied energy) in order
to minimize the total energy. Because the live load is opposite to
the dead load, most of the energy is required to control the structure into the optimal state under permanent load after the live load
is removed (second phase).
Fig. 10(a) shows the deformed shape of the AS-Nested before
control under load case LC2. Fig. 10(b) shows that the controlled
shapes have a significant curvature change at the nodes indicated
by circles. This effect is caused by assigning the same displacement
limit uSLS to all cdofs. A better way to to set uSLS is to consider the
curvature rate of change between consecutive bays in order to
avoid kinks through shape control.
Fig. 10(c) shows the shape controlled to have a smooth change
of curvature between consecutive bays. Shape control with curvature constraints usually requires more operational energy than
shape control without curvature constraints. In this case, smooth
shape control causes an increase of 26.75% in total energy.
In order to investigate the influence of the structure span-todepth ratio (S/D) on mass and energy savings, two other cases with
the same span but a S/D ratio of 30 and 40 are carried out. Fig. 11
shows the bar chart of mass and energy savings. As expected, the
savings increase as the S/D ratio increases because the design
becomes more stiffness governed reaching a maximum of 25.50%
in mass terms and 15.96% in energy terms for the TEO-MINLP solu-

tion. For S/D ratios of 30 and 40, the TEO-Nested method produces
marginally better solutions than the TEO-MINLP method.

4.1.2. Statically indeterminate case
Fig. 12(a) shows dimensions and loading for the statically indeterminate simply-supported truss, which are the same as those for
the determinate case. Fig. 12(b) shows element numbering and the
cdofs which are indicated by circles. The vertical displacement of
all the top chord nodes except the end nodes and the horizontal
displacement of the roller support are controlled for a total of 5 cdofs. Since the degree of static indeterminacy r is 5, the number of
actuators nact for the TEO-Nested process is set to 10 and so is
nact
max for the TEO-MINLP process.
The AS-MINLP and AS-Nested are shown in Fig. 13(a) and (b)
respectively. For comparison, the weight-optimized passive structure is shown in Fig. 13(c). Element dimeters and cross-section
areas are indicated by line thickness variation and color shading
as described in Section 4.1.1. Different to the AS-Nested which
has 10 actuators, the AS-MINLP was obtained with only 8 actuators. The actuator layout of the AS-MINLP is substantially different
to that of the AS-Nested. Fig. 14 compares the bar chart of the element cross-section areas for the two adaptive solutions with that
of the weight-optimized passive structure. With respect to the
determinate case, the cross-section distribution in the indeterminate truss is more uneven. Regarding the AS-Nested, the biggest
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Fig. 11. Mass (a) and energy (b) savings for different span-to-depth (S/D) ratios.
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(b) Element numbering and controlled nodes indicated by circles
Fig. 12. Statically indeterminate simply supported truss.

(a) AS-MINLP

(b) AS-Nested

(c) Passive
Fig. 13. Optimum solutions (a) AS-MINLP, (b) AS-Nested and (c) passive.
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Fig. 14. Element cross-section areas.
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and smallest diameter are 540 mm and 100 mm for element 3 and
elements 10, 11, 17, 18, 19, and 20 respectively. Regarding the ASMINLP, the biggest and smallest diameter are 577 mm and 100 mm
for element 24 and elements 10, 11, 18, and 19 respectively.
Fig. 15(a) shows the plot of the embodied, operational and total
energy as a function of the MUT for the TEO-Nested process. The
minimum energy solution is obtained at an MUT of 38% for the
TEO-Nested method and at an MUT of 43% for the TEO-MINLP
method. The MUT for the passive solution is 30% thus showing that
material is much better utilized in the AS-MINLP as well as the ASNested. As for the determinate case, the two adaptive solutions differ only marginally. Fig. 15(b) compares the embodied energy of
the weight-optimized passive structure with the total energy of
the two adaptive solutions. Mass and energy savings are 19.85%
and 0.22% for the AS-Nested while 11.17% and 5.39% for the ASMINLP solution. Table 9 gives further detail regarding embodied
and operational energy of the two adaptive solutions. The computation time required by the TEO-Nested is 1.89% of that required by
the TEO-MINLP process (Table 9).
Fig. 16 shows the plot of the live load CDF indicating with a dotted line the LAT. For load cases LC2 and LC4, the activation thresholds of the AS-Nested and AS-MINLP are both 2.61 kN/m2. As for
the determinate case, adaptation is not needed for LC3. The actuation time for both AS-Nested and AS-MINLP is 0.46 years.
Fig. 17 shows the bar chart for MUT, UTB and UTSLS before and after
control. MUT and UTB are always smaller than or equal to 1.0 before
and after control, hence fail-safe conditions are satisfied. In addition,
for both solutions, after control the MUT reduces to the values indicated in Table 9 (control states). Deflection limits are not respected
when the structure is not controlled i.e. UTSLS is larger than 1.0. However, after control, UTSLS reduces to 1.0 for both cases.
Similar to the determinate case, the solution produced by the
TEO-Nested formulation using one-phase adaptation (Table 9)
gives much higher mass and energy savings because the operational energy required by the second phase of the adaptation pro-

Fig. 16. Live load CDF and load activation threshold for AS-Nested and AS-MINLP.

cess is not accounted for. This result confirms that for simply
supported trusses subjected to a live load opposite to the permanent load, the operational energy required by the second phase
actuation cannot be ignored.
Shape control with curvature constraints (Fig. 18(c)) can be
achieved at the cost of 31.13% energy increase compared to shape
control without curvature constraints (Fig. 18(b)).
In order to investigate the influence of the structure span-todepth ratio (S/D) on mass and energy savings, two other cases with
the same span but a S/D ratio of 30 and 40 are carried out. Fig. 19
shows the bar chart of mass and energy savings. As expected, the
savings increase as the S/D ratio increases reaching a maximum
of 32.09% in mass terms and 20.09% in energy terms for the TEOMINLP solution . The TEO-MINLP produces better solutions than
the TEO-Nested process for all cases.
4.2. Cantilever truss
Two cantilever trusses of 100 m height and 12.5 m width, one
statically determinate and one statically indeterminate, are consid-

Fig. 15. (a) Embodied, operational and total energy vs MUT; (b) energy comparison.

Table 9
Summary of results.
MUT

Embodied energy
(MJ)

Operational energy
(MJ)

Masssavings

Energysavings

Actuation threshold
(LC4)

Actuation time
(years)

Computation time
(seconds)

AS-MINLP

0.43

1.23  106

0.08  106

11.17%

5.39%

2.61 kN/m2

0.46

AS-Nested (2
phase)
AS-Nested (1
phase)
Passive

0.38

1.11  106

0.27  106

19.85%

0.22%

2.61 kN/m2

0.46

9828.13
(28678.50)
186.03

0.85

0.53  106

0.20  106

61.82%

47.23%

0.98 kN/m2

3.72

228.17

0.30

6
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–
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Fig. 17. Utilization factors MUT, UTB and UTSLS.

Fig. 18. Deformed and controlled shape under LC2: (a) AS-Nested before control, (b) AS-Nested after control, (c) AS-Nested after control (smooth control), deformation
magnification 20.

Fig. 19. Mass (a) and energy (b) savings for different span-to-depth (S/D) ratios.

ered in this case study. The serviceability limit is set to height/500
for all cdofs.
4.2.1. Statically determinate case
Fig. 20(a) shows dimensions and loading for the statically determinate cantilever truss. Fig. 20(b) shows element numbering and
the cdofs which are indicated by circles. The horizontal displacement of all unconstrained nodes is controlled for a total of 16 cdofs.
The number of actuators nact for the TEO-Nested process is set to 16
and so is nact
max for the TEO-MINLP process.
It is assumed that this truss is the primary structure of a multistory building reduced to two dimensions. The dead load is set to

2.94 kN/m2 (300 kg/m2) resulting in a uniformly distributed load
of 36.75 kN/m applied every 4 m for each floor. Three load cases
are considered: one is self-weight + dead load (vertical); the other
two are horizontally distributed loads in opposite directions whose
intensity varies with the square root of the height to approximate a
wind-type (live) load (L1 and L2). The live-load maximum intensity
is set to 2.94 kN/m2 (live-to-dead load ratio of 1). Table 10 summarizes all load cases.
The AS-MINLP and AS-Nested are shown in Fig. 20(c) and (d),
respectively. For comparison, the weight-optimized passive structure is shown in Fig. 20(e). Element diameters and cross-section
areas are indicated by line thickness variation and color shading
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Fig. 20. Statically determinate cantilever truss: (a) dimensions and loading; (b) element numbering and cdofs, (c) AS-MINLP, (d) AS-Nested, (e) passive.

Table 10
Load combination cases.
Case

Load factor

Permanent load

Load factor

Live load

LC1
LC2 and LC3

1.35
1.35

dead load + self-weight
dead load + self-weight

1.5
1.5

–
2.94 kN/m2

as described in Section 4.1.1. Different to the AS-Nested which has
16 actuators, the AS-MINLP was obtained with 15 actuators. For
the AS-Nested, the actuators are placed on diagonal and horizontal
elements. For the AS-MINLP some actuators are placed on the vertical elements. Fig. 21 compares the bar chart of the element crosssection areas for the two adaptive solutions with that of the
weight-optimized passive structure. The cross-section area distribution of the AS-Nested and AS-MINLP are similar. On average,
the element cross-section areas of the adaptive designs are 40%
smaller than those in the passive design.

Fig. 22(a) shows the plot of the embodied, operational and
total energy as a function of the MUT for the TEO-Nested process.
The minimum energy solution is obtained at an MUT of 34% for
TEO-Nested and 43% for TEO-MINLP. The MUT for the passive
solution is 20% thus showing that material is better utilized in
the AS-MINLP as well as AS-Nested. As for the simply-supported
case, the two adaptive solutions differ only marginally. Fig. 22
(b) compares the embodied energy of the weight-optimized passive structure with the total energy of the two adaptive solutions.
Mass and energy savings are 34.48% and 20.99% for the AS-Nested

Fig. 21. Element cross-section areas.
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Fig. 22. (a) Embodied, operational and total energy vs MUT; (b) energy comparison.

while 33.94% and 20.75% for the AS-MINLP. Table 11 gives further
detail regarding embodied and operational energy of the two
solutions. The computation time required by the TEO-Nested process is 3.42% of that required by the TEO-MINLP process
(Table 11). In this case, the solution produced by the TEONested formulation using one-phase adaptation is identical to
that produced by considering a two-phase adaptation. Different
to the simply-supported case very little operational energy is
needed for the second phase of the adaptation process (see
Section 2.2).
Fig. 23 shows the plot of the live load CDF indicating with a dotted line the LAT. Both AS-Nested and AS-MINLP have the same activation threshold at 1.96 kN/m2 and a combined actuation time of
1.80 years for LC2 and LC3.
Fig. 24 shows the bar chart for MUT, UTB and UTSLS before and
after control. MUT and UTB are always smaller than or equal to
1.0 before and after control, hence fail-safe conditions are satisfied.
Without control, UTSLS is bigger than 1 for both solutions – the
maximum displacement is above the deflection limit of 200 mm.
UTSLS reduces to 1 through control for both solutions.
Fig. 25(b) shows that the controlled shapes have a drastic curvature change at the nodes indicated by circles. This effect is caused
by assigning the same displacement limit uSLS to all cdofs. Fig. 25(c)
shows the shape controlled to have a smooth change of curvature
between consecutive bays. In this case, smooth shape control
causes an increase of 26.62% in total energy.
In order to investigate the influence of height-to-depth ratio
(H/D) on mass and energy-savings, two other cases with the same
height but a H/D ratio of 12 and 16 are carried out. Fig. 26 shows
the bar chart of mass and energy savings. As expected, the savings
increase as the H/D ratio increases reaching a maximum of 44.82%
in mass terms and 34.59% in energy terms for the TEO-MINLP
solution. The TEO-Nested produces marginally better solutions
than the TEO-MINLP for all cases.

Live Load CDF

1
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0.6
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Load magnitude (kN/m2 )
Fig. 23. Live load CDF and load activation threshold for AS-Nested and AS-MINLP.

4.3. Statically indeterminate case
Fig. 27(a) shows dimensions and loading for the statically indeterminate cantilever truss, which are the same as those for the
determinate case. Fig. 27(b) shows element numbering and the cdofs which are indicated by circles. The horizontal displacements of
all unconstrained nodes are controlled for a total of 16 cdofs. Since
the degree of static indeterminacy r is 8, the number of actuators
nact for the TEO-Nested process is set to 24 and so is nact
max for the
TEO-MINLP process.
The AS-MINLP and AS-Nested are shown in Fig. 27(c) and (d)
respectively. For comparison, the weight-optimized passive structure is shown in Fig. 27(e). Element dimeters and cross-section
areas are indicated by line thickness variation and color shading
as described in Section 4.1.1. Both AS-Nested and AS-MINLP have
24 actuators. In the AS-MINLP some actuators are placed on the
vertical element while in the AS-Nested all actuators are placed
on the diagonal bracers and horizontal elements. Fig. 28 compares

Table 11
Summary of results.
MUT

Embodied energy
(MJ)

Operational energy
(MJ)

Masssavings

Energysavings

Actuation threshold
(LC2-LC3)

Actuation time
(years)

Computation time
(seconds)

AS-MINLP

0.43

0.91  107

0.18  107

33.94%

20.75%

1.96 kN/m2

1.80

AS-Nested (2
phase)
AS-Nested (1
phase)
Passive

0.34

0.91  107

0.19  107

34.48%

20.99%

1.96 kN/m2

1.80

2107.45
(8244.43)
72.10

0.34

0.91  107

0.19  107

34.48%

20.99%

1.96 kN/m2

1.80

62.61

0.20

7
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–
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Fig. 24. Utilization factors MUT, UTB and UTSLS.

Fig. 25. Deformed and controlled shape under LC2: (a) AS-Nested before control,
(b) AS-Nested after control, (c) AS-Nested after control (smooth control),
deformation magnification 20.

the bar chart of the cross-section areas of the two adaptive designs
with that of the equivalent weight-optimized passive design. Most
elements of the AS-MINLP have a smaller cross-section (approximately 10% smaller on average) than those of the AS-Nested.
Fig. 29 (a) shows the plot of the embodied, operational and total
energy as a function of the MUT for the TEO-Nested process. The
minimum energy solution is obtained at an MUT of 30% for TEONested and 36% for TEO-MINLP. The MUT for the passive solution
is 22% thus showing that material is better utilized in the ASMINLP as well as AS-Nested. As for the determinate case, the two
adaptive solutions differ only marginally. Fig. 29(b) compares the
embodied energy of the weight-optimized passive structure with
the total energy of the two adaptive solutions. Mass and energy
savings are 24.08% and 16.62% for the AS-Nested while 31.54%
and 20.47% for the AS-MINLP. Table 12 gives further detail regarding embodied and operational energy of the two solutions. The
computation time required by the TEO-Nested process is 14.52%
of that required by the TEO-MINLP (Table 12).
There is a relatively substantial difference (4.6%) in energy savings terms between the solution produced by the TEO-Nested formulation using one-phase adaptation to that produced by
considering two-phase adaptation. This indicates the operational
energy required by the second phase of the adaptation process cannot be neglected for this case.
Fig. 30 shows the plot of the live load CDF indicating with a dotted line the LAT. Both AS-Nested and AS-MINLP have the same activation threshold of 2.29 kN/m2 and a combined actuation time of
1.17 years for LC2 and LC3.
Fig. 31 shows the bar chart for MUT, UTB and UTSLS before and
after control. MUT and UTB are always smaller than or equal to
1.0 before and after control, hence fail-safe conditions are met. In
addition, for both solutions, after control the MUT reduces to the

Fig. 26. Mass (a) and energy (b) savings for different height-to-depth (H/D) ratios.
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Fig. 27. Indeterminate cantilever truss: (a) dimensions and loading, (b) element numbering and cdofs, (c) AS-MINLP, (d) AS-Nested, (e) passive.

Fig. 28. Element cross-section areas.

Fig. 29. (a) Embodied, operational and total energy vs MUT; (b) energy comparison.
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Table 12
Summary of results.

AS-MINLP
AS-Nested (2 phase)
AS-Nested (1 phase)
Passive

MUT

Embodied
energy (MJ)

Operational
energy (MJ)

Mass-savings

Energy-savings

Actuation
threshold (LC4)

Actuation
time (years)

Computation
time (seconds)

0.36

0.93  107

0.15  107

31.54%

20.47%

2.29 kN/m2

1.17

0.30
0.33
0.22

7

7

16.62%
21.20%
–

2

1.17
1.17
–

2582.62
(9877.13)
375.52
263.48
2.17

1.02  10
0.94  107
1.35  107

0.11  10
0.13  107
0

24.08%
30.62%
–

2.29 kN/m
2.29 kN/m2
–
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Fig. 30. Live load CDFs and activation thresholds for AS-Nested and AS-MINLP.

values indicated in Table 12 (optimal states). Without control,
UTSLS is bigger than 1 for both solutions – the maximum displacement is above the deflection limit of 200 mm. UTSLS reduces to 1.0
through control.
Similar to the determinate case, shape control with curvature
constraints (Fig. 32(c)) can be achieved at the cost of 11.8% energy
increase compared to shape control without curvature constraints
(Fig. 32(b)).
In order to investigate the influence of height-to-depth ratio (H/
D) on mass and energy-savings, two other cases with the same
height but a H/D ratio of 12 and 16 are carried out. Fig. 33 shows
the bar chart of mass and energy savings. As expected, the savings
increase as the S/D ratio increases reaching a maximum of 44.59%
in mass terms and 34.29% in energy terms for the solution produced
by the TEO-MINLP. For H/D ratios of 8 and 12, the TEO-MINLP
method produces better designs in energy terms compared to the
TEO-Nested method. Opposite is the case for a H/D ratio of 16.
5. Discussion
This paper gives a new All-In-One implementation (TEO-MINLP)
of an existing formulation (TEO-Nested) [27] for the synthesis of
minimum energy adaptive structures. The formulation has been

Fig. 32. Deformed and controlled shape under LC2: (a) AS-Nested before control,
(b) AS-Nested after control, (c) AS-Nested after control (smooth control),deformation magnification 20.

implemented for reticular structures equipped with linear
actuators. The new implementation is based on Mixed Integer
Non-Linear Programming. Element cross-section, element forces,
nodal displacements and actuator commands are treated as continuous design variables while the actuator locations as binary design

Fig. 31. Utilization factors MUT, UTB and UTSLS.
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Fig. 33. Mass (a) and energy (b) savings for different height-to-depth (H/D) ratios.

variables. The objective is to minimize the structure whole-life
energy which comprises the energy embodied in the material and
the operational part for structural adaptation during service. For
all the cases studied in this paper, the TEO-MINLP method has produced either marginally better or practically identical configurations in energy saving terms than the solutions obtained through
the TEO-Nested method. This result proves that even though the
nested approach does not use a direct way to solve the All-in-One
problem, it is able to produce solutions which are similar to the optimal ones. Note that the solution obtained through the MINLP formulation is a local optimum because the model is non-convex.
On the other hand, the computational efficiency of the two
approaches are very different. For the four cases studied in this paper,
the computation time required by the TEO-MINLP are much larger
than those required by the TEO-Nested model. On average, the computation time required by TEO-Nested is only 5.72% of that required
by TEO-MINLP. Actuator layout optimization involves assigning a
certain number of actuators to a set of available sites, which makes
the search space to grow factorially with the number of structural
elements. For this reason, the MINLP-based approach is often
impractical for structures made of a large number of elements.
Although fail-safe constraints have not been directly included in
the main optimization model, fail-safe conditions have been verified through a post-analysis process. Since the examples studied
in this work are stiffness governed design problems, the governing
constraint is the serviceability limit on deflections and therefore
the optimization model has been simplified by excluding fail-safe
constraints. However, as explained in Section 3.2.7, the inclusion
of the fail-safe constraints expressed through Eq. (19) is a straightforward addition to the main model. For a practical application of
either the TEO-Nested or TEO-MINLP formulation, suitable fail-safe
criteria should be considered which depend on the reliability of the
control system. The reader is referred to [27] for a further discussion on fail-safe conditions for adaptive structures.
Identical assumptions have been taken for both methods to
carry out a rigorous benchmark. A relatively coarse discretization
of the load probability distribution function has been employed
to reduce the computation time required by TEO-MINLP. Using a
finer discretization only increases the scale but it does not affect
the nature of the optimization problem (e.g. non-linearity and
non-convexity). Therefore, the conclusions reached in this work
do not depend on the discretization of the load probability distribution function.

cient in computation time terms and thus it is more suitable to
be employed for large-scale design problems.
Results have shown that the TEO-MINLP method tends to perform better than the TEO-Nested method for the design of statically indeterminate structures. With the assumption of small
deformations, the effect of actuation is a simultaneous change of
the internal forces and node positions for statically indeterminate
configurations but no change of internal forces occurs in statically
determinate configurations. For this reason, the design problem
(objective function and constrains) has a stronger non-linearity
in the case of statically indeterminate structures, which can be
handled in a more stable manner by the All-In-One formulation
implemented for the TEO-MINLP method. For this reason, the
TEO-MINLP formulation should be used to design statically indeterminate adaptive structures for small or medium scale problems
depending on computational resources.
The two phase adaptation process considered in this study produces more accurate results compared to the one phase adaptation
process considered in [27]. The second phase is required to control
the structure into the optimal shape under permanent load after
the live load is removed. The energy required in the second phase
might be negligible in some cases but in other cases (Section 4.1) it
is significant.
It has been assumed that the energy required to fabricate and
install joints and supports is identical for the passive and active
solution and therefore it has not been included in the embodied
energy computation. This is because the structure topology is identical for both structures and therefore an equal amount of joints
and supports is required in both cases. This assumption is conservative because, generally, the passive solution requires bigger
cross-sections and it is heavier than the adaptive solution, therefore energy requirements to supply joints and supports are likely
to be higher for the passive case. Including consideration for the
energy required by joints and supports could be a possible direction for future works.
The state-of-the-art branch and bound algorithm has been
employed in this work. However, this method cannot produce
solutions for large-scale design problems within a reasonable computation time. Future work could look into developing new algorithms (e. g. heuristic based) to improve the computational
efficiency of the All-in-One model for large-scale design problems.
Future work could also look into developing new methods to
extend the current TEO formulation to geometry and topology
optimization by adding node coordinates and element connectivity
to the design variables.

6. Conclusion
7. Data reproduction
This work has successfully proven numerically that the TEONested formulation [27] produces similar solutions to the optima
obtained through the TEO-MINLP formulation. In addition, it has
also been proven that the TEO-Nested is significantly more effi-

All data including source code is available upon request from
the corresponding author. For up to date contact information visit http://www.gennarosenatore.com.
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